CHAPTER 4

Plan n in g f o r Gr o w t h -Fu t u r e Co n d it io n s
In t r o d u ct io n
Increases in population and employment are signs of a successful community, one where people
and businesses want to be located. Along with these successes, however, come the associated
increases in traffic and congestion as the community’s transportation system struggle to keep up
with the additional travel demand. The population in the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester region is
expected to increase approximately 29% between 2008 and 2035 from 647,194 to 835,534.
Employment in the study area is expected to increase 29% in the same time frame, from 303,488 to
392,736. The same socioeconomic and land use assumptions were used for all future conditions.
If no improvements were made to the transportation facilities in the study area between 2008 and
2035, the daily vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) are expected to increase by approximately 30% and
vehicle-hours of travel (VHT) are expected to increase by approximately 40%, while system delay
will increase by 100%. This indicates that the roadways are becoming increasingly congested. In
order to address this congestion, numerous roadway, transit improvements, and system management
strategies were evaluated. Coupled with the evaluation of different land use scenarios and fiscal
constraints, a optimal solution will be sought to provide the best mobility solution for the region.
This chapter will examine two future land use-transportation scenarios. The first is the Existing +
Committed scenario, which includes the existing transportation facilities and transit services, in
addition to all transportation projects that are underway or already have funds appropriated to them.
The second scenario is called the Financially-Constrained Plan. This includes all committed
projects, in addition to projects selected to receive funding from citizen’s input forums or by
CHATS member jurisdictions, proposed through the long range planning process. These
‘visionary’ projects are ranked based on greatest return on investment in terms of congestion relief,
increased mobility, implementation of livability principles, economic development benefits, safety
benefits, and that minimize environmental impacts (see Chapter 10). Finally, higher-ranked
projects are identified with projected transportation revenue to the region, resulting in a
“Financially-Constrained” land use-transportation scenario.

Ex ist in g & Co m m it t ed Co n d it ion s
The first step in determining the projects that should be included in the Long Range Transportation
Plan is to examine the Existing + Committed (E+C) Condition. The E+C transportation network
includes all projects that are currently under construction or already have funding allocated to them,
in addition to existing facilities. Projects that are included in the E+C condition are shown in
Figures 4.1 and 4.1a. Several of the E+C projects address deficiencies that were present in the

Existing conditions described in Chapter 3. The additional capacity on Interstate 26 that is
currently under construction will address the deficiency that currently exists at that location.
Additional lane capacity on Dorchester Road and US 17 Alternative address the lack of capacity on
those facilities.
Despite the committed improvements, there are many facilities in the Berkeley-CharlestonDorchester region that are expected to be congested in 2035 if additional improvements are not
made. Several roads in the Johns Island, Mount Pleasant, and West Ashley areas will be
significantly over capacity by 2035. In addition, traffic demand in the Goose Creek, and
Summerville, areas are also expected to grow significantly by 2035, leading to capacity deficiencies
particularity in the peak travel hours. Although several improvements are already committed in
Mount Pleasant, deficiencies are expected to exist there as well. The level of congestion on a
roadway can be indicated by the volume/capacity ratio (V/C) and delay (free-flow travel
speed/congested travel speed). V/C represents a comparison of the actual volume of traffic carried
by a roadway to the theoretical capacity of the roadway. Figures 4.3 show the roadways with high
V/C ratios in the 2035 E+C condition.

Fu t u r e Lan d Use
The CHATS LRTP looks at potential growth in the region through the utilization of what is
commonly known as an urban land use allocation model. This approach takes advantage of the
local land use planning initiatives by incorporating them into the long-range transportation planning
process.
Over time, residential and employment densities have decreased as the amount of developed land in
the CHATS study area has increased. Between 1970 and 1994, the developed part of the BCD
region (essentially the CHATS study area) increased by 256% while the region’s population
increased by 41 percent, according to a Clemson University study. Since this time, population
growth, while dipping slightly after the close of the Charleston Navy Base, has continued to
increase substantially, particularly in the outer edges of the urbanized area (such as in Goose Creek,
Summerville, areas of Mount Pleasant west of Interstate 526, the northwest corner of West Ashley,
and on Daniel Island).
While this has taken place, the majority of municipalities in the US have begun to realize that the
allocation of land uses throughout a community or region has a significant determination regarding
the viability of various transportation options. The traditional suburban model of growth has
encouraged expansion of an auto-centric transportation model, at the expense of other potential
options. In recent years, the realization that compact, neo-traditional development is a viable
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alternative to the suburban form of development that took place between the late 1940s and today
has led to the construction of a number of “new urbanist” communities in the region. These include
I‘On in Mount Pleasant and Daniel Island. In addition, this change in community development
pattern has provided the impetus for the revitalization of a number of existing walkable
communities in the CHATS Region. Some of these include downtown Summerville, the Park
Circle area of North Charleston, and the Avondale area of the City of Charleston. Keeping this in
mind, and understanding that many of the multi-modal transportation improvements are based on
having a better mix of land uses along the region’s spine and primary corridor areas, additional
density and a better mix of land uses should be encouraged wherever possible in much of the builtup sections of the CHATS region to maximize the existing transportation infrastructure.

Co n n ect in g Lan d Use an d Tr an sp o r t at io n
Resid en t ial Gr o w t h
Over the next 25 years, the CHATS study area is expected to add nearly 74,000 households. Most
of the growth, according to the comprehensive plans of the three component counties, is anticipated
to take place in or near existing municipalities, with the exception of the proposed East Edisto
development in Charleston and Dorchester counties. Within Charleston County, the largest portion
growth is projected to occur within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) delineated in the 2008
Comprehensive Plan Update, primarily in areas already proposed for development. A large portion
of the area within the UGB are former industrial and port facilities near the Downtown Charleston
area, a portion of which is slated for redevelopment, including the Magnolia Development in the
“Neck Area” between downtown Charleston and Interstate 526, the Park Circle and Olde North
Charleston neighborhoods in North Charleston, and within the former Charleston Navy Yard. The
redevelopment of these areas, along with the continued development taking place along the
Interstate 26/US 52-78/Norfolk Southern Rail corridor, including the development of Ingleside
Plantation and continued industrial development (including the expansion of Boeing’s facility at the
Charleston International Airport) or along the US 17 corridor between West Ashley and Mount
Pleasant is expected to bring residential growth that might support additional transportation options.
Many of the future neighborhoods are, or have the potential to be, in close proximity to transit
facilities, community parks and facilities, and educational facilities. Several comprehensive plans of
communities in the region frame this future development in the form of hubs or priority investment
areas, based on the location of existing facilities or as loci for future development. These hubs or
investment areas, strung along the primary corridors of the region, would ideally be, based on the
future density of development within the hub areas, adaptable for a variety of transportation options.
With this goal in mind, a number of the communities have adopted language in their comprehensive
plans that encourage future development to take place along transit corridors, to integrate a variety of
transportation options, and to encourage future development of a mixed-use land use pattern. This

will help to aid communities in providing viable residential, employment, entertainment, shopping,
and transportation options for residents of the region. Additional residential development is expected
to occur in the Awendaw area along US 17, as development continues to move northward from
Mount Pleasant, in areas of West Ashley north of Bees Ferry Road (Long Savannah, Grand Oaks,
and other developments), and in the area of Ingleside Plantation .
Within Berkeley County, the largest area where growth is expected to occur is at the northern and
western edges of Goose Creek in the Carnes Crossroads and Cane Bay area. Already, new
schools and retail centers are being constructed to meet the anticipated demand, and Roper St.
Francis is seeking permission to construct a 50-bed hospital in this area. This area is also in close
proximity to the Jedburg Road area, where a great deal of employment growth is projected to
take place in the coming years. Additional development is also expected to occur on Daniel
Island and along the north side of the Wando River, and in the area between Goose Creek and
Moncks Corner between US 52 and US 17A.
Within Dorchester County, it is anticipated that the greatest extent of residential growth will take
place within the East Edisto area, defined as areas east of US 17A, south of SC 61, and bisected
by SC 165 that is currently the site for silvicultural activities. Between 2008 and 2035, it is
anticipated that several thousand homes will be constructed within the various villages that will
be a part of East Edisto, with most of this development taking place after 2015. Additional
development is expected to take place in the Wescott Plantation area, along Old Trolley Road in
the Oakbrook area, and contiguous to the incorporated portions of Summerville, particularly in
the Knightsville area.
Em p lo y m en t Gr o w t h
Between 2008 and 2035, employment growth is expected to continue throughout the BCD region
closely tied into the residential growth in the region. Based on the model assumptions, over 89,000
jobs are expected to be created in the region between now and 2035. It is assumed that a large
portion of future employment will be focused into several key fields, including tourism, medical
care, and aviation tied into the expansion of Boeing’s facility in North Charleston to serve as the
manufacturing center for the 787 Dreamliner. While this employment growth is expected to be
dispersed across the region, there are several areas that will serve as loci for future employment
growth.
Within the City of Charleston, a nexus of employment growth is expected to be located in the
vicinity of the MUSC campus. Elsewhere in Charleston County, employment centers are expected
to emerge on the northern end of Mount Pleasant along US 17, in the vicinity of the Charleston
International Airport, and to the west of Ravenel along US 17.
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While the largest amount of employment growth is expected to take
place within Charleston County, the other counties in the CHATS Study
Area are also expected to see significant employment growth. The largest
portion of this growth is anticipated for Berkeley County in the Jedburg
Road area, where the large Jedburg Commerce Park and several additional
industrial and office parks currently in the early stages of development will
continue to expand and be integrated into activities at the Port of
Charleston. Additional development is expected to occur as part of
continued expansion of the Naval Weapons Station (part of Joint Base
Charleston) to the southeast of Goose Creek, in the Daniel Island and
Clements Ferry areas at the southern end of the county and between Goose
Creek and Moncks Corner

system for the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester region is blending connectivity and access functions
with the preservation of natural features as well as the character of individual communities. Each
community may have different needs and priorities. While recognizing these differences, it is
important not to lose focus of the practical concept of overall regional connectivity. This concept is
particularly relevant as it relates to people’s desires to make safe and efficient trips not only by
driving, but also by walking, bicycling, or using transit.

Level of
Service A

A review of local land use and area plans reveals a number of activity centers. While the definition
and criteria used to describe these activity centers differs for each plan, most can be characterized
into one of three categories: Regional, Community, and Neighborhood Activity Centers. The
characteristics for each are listed below:

Regional Activity Centers
In Dorchester County, the largest area of employment growth expected
between now and 2035 is in the area to the southwest of Summerville,
where a large industrial park adjacent to the East Edisto development is
expected to serve as an employment draw to the region, with additional
development along the Berlin Myers Parkway and within the Ladson area.
Overall, it is estimated that the largest percentage increase in growth in the
regions will take place in Berkeley County, where the total number of jobs
will increase by 43% between 2008 and 2035 (vs. 25% for Charleston
County and 36%for Dorchester County.)

•
•
•

Level of
Service C

Community Activity Centers

Tr an sp o r t at io n Co r r id o r s an d Act iv it y Cen t er s
There is an inherent relationship between activity centers and the
transportation that links them to other centers and destinations. Equally
important is the mobility choices that are provided within the center. Often
neighborhoods and activity centers are dependent upon a small number of
transportation corridors to provide essential links between home, school,
employment, shopping, social, and recreational destinations. The extent to
which these origins and destinations are blended into multi-purpose
activity centers will have dramatic effects on a person’s ability to choose a
mode for their trip. In many cases, the range of trip alternatives (walk,
bike, drive, or transit) can influence the overall perception of a community.

•
•
•

Large-scale, transit supportive center of employee-intensive land uses;
Core areas contain large-scale and high intensity urban land uses that are supported by and
serve communities within the region;
Accessed by interstates/freeways, principal arterials, and public transportation (preferably
regional transit);
Served by municipal water and sewer;
Higher residential densities; and
Balance between residential/non-residential land use ;

•
•

Level of
Service F

•
•
•
•

Include a combination of retail, personal services, civic, educational, and social uses that
serve the needs of surrounding neighborhoods;
Core areas contain medium-scale development that is focused on serving the day-to-day
needs and activities of the core area occupants as well as the greater needs of the
surrounding neighborhoods;
Accessed by principal arterials and public transportation;
Served by municipal water and sewer;
Medium density residential areas; and
Residential/non-residential land use mix is approximately 60/40

Neighborhood Activity Centers
The degree to which the corridors within and between activity centers are considered successful
transportation is in large part dependent upon the intended function of the street. A unique
challenge for the future will be to balance the mobility needs of an area with other priorities. Often
automobile mobility has been given priority without regard for other considerations regarding the
function of the street, including the corridor’s relationship to land use, urban design and the
promotion of alternate modes. One of the unique challenges in creating a successful transportation

•
•
•
•

Largely residential with a mixed-use core that serves as a focal point for the neighborhood
and provides retail and service needs;
Mixture of low and medium density residential areas;
Accessed by principal and minor arterials with integrated collector street access; and
Transit service is provided or desired
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Visio n Plan Co n d it ion s
The Vision Plan can be considered a “wish list” of projects. It includes all candidate projects being
considered for implementation, comprised of projects that collected through public input, input from
member jurisdictions, CHATS Study Team, as well as additional projects to address remaining
deficiencies. The term Vision is applied because no financial resources have been allocated to the
projects. Project comprising the Vision Plan form the pool of projects that will be prioritized for
federal funding, thus generating the financially-constrained project list. Projects included in the
Vision Plan condition are shown in Figure 4.2. Later in this chapter a full description of candidate
transportation improvements (see “Transportation Recommendations,” page 4-11) are described in
more detail.

Fin an cially Co n st r ain ed Plan Co n dit io n s
This scenario includes committed projects (as in the Existing + Committed condition), in addition
to projects prioritized from the Vision Plan; collected through public input, input from member
jurisdictions, and CHATS Study Team, as well as additional projects to address remaining
deficiencies. The term “Financially-Constrained” is applied because these projects are prioritized
with an allocation of projected revenue to CHATS or other State and local funding source. Projects
included in the Financially-Constrained Plan condition are shown in Figure 11.1. Later in this
chapter a full description of recommended transportation improvements are described in detail.
Several of the Dorchester County transportation sales tax projects are located in the Summerville
area, and these projects make a significant impact on congestion in that area. In the E+C condition,

there were several roadways that were significantly over capacity, and the implementation of these
projects provides significant congestion relief.
The SC 61/Glenn McConnell Parkway Extension will provide significant additional capacity
parallel to Ashley River Road, and will relieve traffic congestion along that facility and on the
western side of the region in general.
Movement of traffic on James Island and Johns Island will be improved in the FinanciallyConstrained Plan. This is due to several roadway improvements, including capacity improvement
along Maybank Highway and improvement to Harborview Road, as well as other projects than
increase the capacity of the system.
In several communities, roadway capacity improvements on major facilities thoroughfares will help
to relieve congestion. However, it will be difficult for the roadway facilities to keep up with the
rate of growth in the CHATS Study Area, and it is likely that congestion will still be an issue on
some facilities. It is this cyclical nature of roadway capacity improvements that has led to a shift in
transportation planning ideology. Integrating land use decision-making with transportation
priorities has resulted greater return on transportation investment, greater mobility for users, and
greater access for all types of users of the system. A number of transit projects were evaluated in
the Vision Plan condition to capitalize the existing transportation infrastructure, implementing the
principles of people trips and not car trips. This focus reflects the input received from the citizen
input forums. Figure 4.3 shows the congested facilities for roadways in the E+C Plan condition.
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The most significant decreases in delay between these two scenarios occur on collector and local roads.
There are very few capacity increases on freeways in the region in the Financial Plan 1, compared to the

Scen ar io Com p arison
As expected, the total vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) on the regional network do not differ significantly
between the E+C and Financially-Constrained Plan conditions. Total VMT slightly increases, as there are
more facilities available to drivers with a less-congested condition. However, there is a shift in the VMT
between the two conditions. In the Financial Plan condition, more of the VMT occurs on freeways and
collectors. This occurs because of additional capacity (widening, new facilities) that has been added on
these facility types in the Financial Plan. This additional capacity results in a shift in traffic from lowerclass facilities to freeways and collectors, as shown in the chart below.
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E+C condition, so the difference in delay on freeways is relatively minor. Most of the capacity increases
occur on major/minor arterials, and collector roads, which results in significant delay savings for those
facility types. Collector streets in particular play a crucial role in maintaining connectivity of the
transportation network throughout the region. A good system of collector streets can reduce the need for
additional widening of arterials by accommodating short-distance trips, so it is important to examine the
collector street system on a local level.

The significant differences between the two conditions come when comparing the system delay. Delay is
determined by assigning traffic to the network both in the congested condition and also in a non-congested,
free-flow condition. The difference in total travel time between these two conditions constitutes the total
delay. Comparing the 2035 E+C condition to the Financially-Constrained Plan condition, there is a
projected reduction in delay of approximately 14%, or 12,606 hours as presented in the following chart.
The projected population of the region is 835,534 in 2035, so the reduction in delay translates into about
one minute fewer that each person in the region will spend sitting in traffic in the morning and afternoon
peak hours each day.
1

Values will be updated if the Study Team or Policy Committee modifies the Financially-Constrained Plan.
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encourage future development to take place along transit corridors, to integrate a variety of transportation
options, and to be development with a mixture of uses, This will help to aid communities in providing
viable residential, work, and transportation options not just for drivers, but for all residents across the
lifecycle.

Summary of Performance Measures
250,000
2035 Existing+Committed

200,000

2035 Financially-Constrained
150,000

A notable exception to this pattern would be the development proposed for the East Edisto area in western
Dorchester and Charleston counties, currently home to a variety of silvicultural activities. Between now
and 2035, up to 15,000 new homes are expected to be constructed in this area, mostly in Dorchester County
sections of East Edisto. In addition, a significant amount of industrial and retail development is proposed
for areas of East Edisto along existing major highway corridors (US 17 and US 17A).
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Land Use and Transportation
Over the next 25 years, the CHATS study area is expected to add over 161,000 residents. Most of the
growth, according to the CHATS land use forecasting methodology based on the comprehensive land use
plans of the CHATS member jurisdictions is expected to take place within or near existing municipal
boundaries and within or adjacent to the traditional developed areas. Within Charleston County, the growth
is expected to occur within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) delineated in the 2008 Comprehensive Plan
Update. Several sections of the UGB are former industrial facilities near the Downtown Charleston area
that are slated for redevelopment, including the Magnolia Development in the “Neck Area” between
downtown Charleston and Interstate 526, the Park Circle and Olde North Charleston neighborhoods in
North Charleston, and within the former Charleston Navy Yard. The redevelopment of these areas, along
with the continued development taking place along the Interstate 26/US 78/ Norfolk Southern Rail corridor,
including the development of Ingleside Plantation and continued industrial development (including the
expansion of Boeing’s facility at the Charleston International Airport)or along the US 17 corridor between
West Ashley and Mount Pleasant.
Many of these neighborhoods are, or have the potential to be, in close proximity to transit facilities,
community parks, and educational facilities.
Both the North Charleston and Mount Pleasant
Comprehensive Plans frame this future development in the form of hubs. These hubs, strung along the
primary corridors of the region, would be easily adaptable to a mixture of transportation options. With this
goal in mind, a number of the communities have adopted language in their comprehensive plans that

Recom m en d ed

Tr ansp o r t at io n

As we evaluate the regional transportation system over the next 25 years, it is evident that there will be a
greater need for a variety of transportation options in the region. With limitations to new construction
including natural and man-made barriers, it will become even more important to protect the integrity of the
existing system, and to provide a range of transportation options for residents. This could take several
forms, including the expansion of existing roadways, transit improvements, the construction of new
roadway alignments, or the creation of new transit options that better utilize existing corridors or
waterways.
This document provides a list of proposed improvements specific to key transportation opportunities
throughout the region. The list includes projects identified on the previous long-range transportation plan,
Charleston County, Berkeley County, and Dorchester County sale tax referendums, and those identified by
the general public, by members of the CHATS Study Team, and from members of the CHATS Policy
Committee.
Within the Long Range Transportation Plan, there are a number of recommendations for improvements to
existing roadway corridors and the creation of new roadway alignments in the CHATS study area. It
should be noted that the recommendations emphasize the protection and enhancement of existing roadway
corridors through the inclusion of plantable medians, the implementation of complete streets design
principles that encourage the utilization of a variety of transportation modes, including walking and biking,
and better access management design. In addition, along most of the corridors in the region, improvements
that will encourage transit accessibility and mobility are implemented. That is, if an arterial warrants
widening or other capacity improvements, a median may be proposed to improve safety, control access, to
enhance the corridor aesthetics, improve transit mobility and safety, and improve pedestrian and bicycle
safety and accessibility.
The following provides a list of recommended improvements as presented in the Vision Plan resulting from
the ranking and prioritization methodology shown in Chapter 10 and 11. Included for each recommended
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transportation improvement is information on the projects purpose and need statement. However, the
list does not represent the entire universe of improvements recommended in the region. Additional
improvements (i.e., collector street connections, intersection laneage, interchange upgrades and operational
and spot safety) may be recommended in subsequent chapters or within existing municipal transportation
plans and in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program.
Bacons Bridge Road/Delmar Highway (SC 165)
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose for this project would be to provide for additional
capacity along Bacons Bridge Road/Delmar Highway between SC 61 (Ashley River Road) and the Ashley
Ridge High School area. A secondary purpose for this project would be to provide for additional safety
along the Bacons Bridge corridor, including multi-modal options between the proposed Ashley Ridge
community and Ashley Ridge High School, located on SR 165.

Commuter Rail Service
Two fixed guideway transit routes have been proposed for inclusion in the regional long range
transportation plan. The first corridor extends from the Jedburg Road area to downtown Charleston along
the existing Norfolk Southern rail line. There would be between four and seven stops along this corridor.
The trains would operate primarily during the morning and afternoon rush hours with limited service during
the midday and evening hours. Some minor acquisitions of right of way and improvements to the existing
rail line may be required.
The second fixed guideway transit route would extend from Goose Creek area to Downtown Charleston
along the existing CSX rail line, extended to Moncks Corner as travel demand dictates. There would be
between five and seven stops along this corridor. This route would be similar in scheduling, trains, and
right of way and improvement needs to the Norfolk Southern line. . This route could be extended at a
future date to the Moncks Corner area to serve the residents of this growing community.

Need: As growth related to the proposed East Edisto development takes place, traffic demand in this section
of Dorchester County could increase substantially, particularly between Ashley River Road and Ashley
Ridge High School adjacent to the proposed Ashley Ridge new town that would be part of East Edisto. In
2009, there were 12 accidents along this corridor, with injuries occurring in three of the accidents. It is
important to improve visibility at the intersections in order to provide for the safety of drivers.

Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose for commuter rail within the CHATS study area would
serve to improve overall capacity along the congested transportation network adjacent to the rail corridors,
particularly during peak travel hours.

Berlin Myers Parkway
The proposed extension of Berlin Myers Parkway from Maple Street to US 17A would connect the
proposed Sheep Island Parkway and areas to north and east of Summerville to US 17A and the existing
section of the Parkway in the Town of Summerville.

As described in earlier items in this section, many of the primary roadway corridors connecting
Summerville, Goose Creek and the northern sections of North Charleston to the Neck area and the
Charleston peninsula are currently operating at a LOS of F or will be by 2035. Because there is limited
right of way available for additional roadway improvements within the Neck Area and along the Interstate
26 corridor, the Charleston region has begun to take a serious look at reviving passenger rail travel along
this corridor through a variety of means.

Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this roadway is to provide system connectivity and
system capacity to accommodate travel demand in the Summerville area based the forecasted growth in the
number of employment centers located jurisdiction. A secondary purpose for this project would be to
improve bicycle and pedestrian accessibility through the northern section of Summerville.
Need: Because of the large amount of proposed investment in this corridor, it is imperative to have a
network of roads that would serve this area, including the proposed parkway. The construction of the
Berlin Myers Extension will help to limit traffic pressure on US 78 and US 17A in the Summerville area.
By 2035, both roadways will be operating with an LOS of F, with traffic along US 78 at over 115% of
capacity and traffic along US 17A at over 170% of capacity. At the present time, pedestrian and bicycle
connections between the existing neighborhoods along the proposed alignment and the employment centers
at either end of the proposed roadway do not exist. The provision of pedestrian and bicycle facilities in this
area as part of a roadway project would improve accessibility for non-driving residents to the commercial
center along US 17A and the industrial parks near Maple St and US 78.

Bus Rapid Transit
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is similar to Light Rail in that it provides (relatively) high speed, high frequency
service from dedicated stops along a fixed route. The biggest differences between the two are in the type of
vehicle used and in the ability to utilize and enhance existing roadway facilities as part of a BRT system
instead of requiring new rail lines. There are several options for transit providers in designing a BRT
system that balance cost constraints with the ability to provide high-speed service. For the CHATS Study
area, five BRT routes were studied. The routes are as follows:
1) Goose Creek to Downtown Charleston, via I-26
2) Rivers Avenue to Downtown Charleston via the Neck area
3) Folly Road from the southern section of James Island to Downtown Charleston via the James
Island Connector
4) US 17 from the Oakland Town Center in Mount Pleasant to the MUSC campus
5) From Moncks Corner to Downtown Charleston via the existing Santee Cooper power line
easement. This route would also serve the proposed North Charleston Intermodal Transit Center.
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The first four routes would utilize existing roadway corridors and would require limited additional resources
or significant implementation issues. The fifth route would be on a newly built alignment that would cross
through the Charleston Air Force Base.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose for Bus Rapid Transit service in the Charleston region
would serve to improve capacity along the congested transportation network adjacent to the transit corridor,
particularly during peak travel hours. A secondary purpose of bus rapid transit would serve to provide
transportation infrastructure to support community growth described in the City of Charleston and City of
North Charleston’s Comprehensive Plans and the BCDCOG’s Our Region, Our Plan.
Need: As described in earlier items in this section, many of the primary roadway corridors connecting
Summerville, Goose Creek and the northern sections of North Charleston to the Neck area and the
Charleston Peninsula are currently failing, as is the US 17 corridor on either side of the Charleston
Peninsula and along Folly Road on James Island. There is limited right of way available for additional
roadway improvements along these corridors, and in many cases, additional capacity improvements are not
locally desired. As a result, the Charleston region has begun to take a serious look at providing alternative
means of moving residents through these corridors via a series of alternatives. Along the Ashley and
Cooper Rivers, a number of large-scale redevelopment projects have been approved that would provide for
additional residential, employment, and commercial options within the Neck area and in northern areas of
the Charleston Peninsula. Many of the proposed developments, such as the Navy Yard, Magnolia, and the
Promenade developments have been proposed to be constructed using elements of New Urbanism, which
emphasizes mixed uses, traditional form communities that would better tie into transit than the suburban
style development that has taken place in much of the region. With the presence of a dedicated light rail
system, development near the transit can take place as a series of nodes along the light rail corridors,
allowing for the intensity of development within the corridors to make bus rapid transit a potentially
feasible alternative for the region. Additionally, the provision of light rail would serve to provide a
motivation for the redevelopment of the US 17 and Folly Road corridors in a more nodal form, rather than
reinforcing the strip development that is present along the existing corridor areas.
New Bus Routes
As the region continues to growth, local fixed route bus service is needed to accommodate travel needs
through the region. Over the last decade, Summerville, Goose Creek, and Daniel Island has become
residential and employment hubs for the Region. New services are needed that correspond with commuter
traffic flows throughout the urbanized area and the location of employment centers. Additional needs for
new bus service are routes that directly connect regional population centers, such as West Ashley and North
Charleston. A specific request received from citizen input was transit service to and from Daniel Island that
would better integrate this area into the City and the region. Bus access to Daniel Island could be provided
through Mount Pleasant, with an express bus connecting Daniel Island to the K-Mart plaza along Johnnie
Dodds Boulevard, or express bus service that would connect Daniel Island to Downtown Charleston and to
the Airport area along Interstate 526.

Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would provide a system linkage between
employment and residential hubs within the CHATS urbanized area. These areas, including Daniel Island,
necessitate local bus service (potentially express bus service based on demand) as demonstrated by
congested roadway corridors, supportive land uses, and service area analyses.
Need: In the last decade, Summerville, Goose Creek, and Daniel Island has become residential and
employment hubs for the Region. New services are needed that correspond with commuter traffic flows
throughout the urbanized area and the location of employment centers. In the case of Daniel Island, it has
grown from an uninhabited area along the Cooper and Wando Rivers to a mixed-use community that is part
of the City of Charleston with over 5,000 residents. In addition, Daniel Island and the Clements Ferry
corridor are home to numerous businesses, and to two of the region’s large sports facilities (the Family
Circle Cup tennis complex and Blackbaud Stadium). At present, the only direct access from most of the
Charleston area to Daniel Island is via Interstate 526, precluding bicycle or pedestrian travel to the island.
Because of the population and employment growth in the Charleston-North Charleston Urbanized Area,
transit services are needed to provide access for residents to employment centers and provide cost effective
strategies to address traffic congestion in the Region.
Cross County Road
Cross County Road provides a connection between Ashley Phosphate and Dorchester Roads. In addition,
the corridor is home to a large number of industrial and warehouse facilities.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide additional roadway
capacity to serve the future needs of this corridor.
Need: By 2035, this road is expected to accommodate nearly 25,000 vehicles per day, including a large
amount of truck traffic.
Clements Ferry Road
Clements Ferry Road is a growing corridor north of the Wando River between SC 41 and Interstate 526.
Along its route are several growing subdivisions and a number of warehouse and industrial facilities that
rely heavily on this roadway for freight access.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to address capacity concerns along
Clements Ferry Road. The secondary purpose of this project would be to provide transportation
infrastructure to support community growth as specified in the City of Charleston’s Comprehensive Plan.
Need: At present, sections of the roadway to the west of SC 41 are operating at a LOS of F. This will
continue into 2035, where the road is projected to operate at over 120% of capacity. Clements Ferry Road
serves a number of office and industrial facilities north of the Wando River. Improvements to this corridor
should address mobility and accessibility concerns related to businesses in the area.
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Dorchester Road Connector
With the growth of businesses near the Charleston International Airport, there has been an increasing
demand on existing roadways in this area.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the Dorchester Road Connector would be to improve
connectivity and network capacity between Summerville, proposed office and industrial facilities at the
southwestern edge of the Charleston International Airport, existing residential communities, and the
proposed North Charleston Intermodal Station.
Need: At present, there is limited access to areas to the southwest of the Charleston International Airport.
There is only one through east-west road between the Charleston Air Force Base and Interstate 526
(Micheaux Parkway) and no north-south road with a direct connection from Dorchester Road to the
proposed North Charleston Intermodal Station. In addition, the residents living in the airport area are
limited to using Dorchester Road and Micheaux Parkway to access Charleston International Airport, the
Boeing facilities, and other employers in the airport area.
Folly Road
Folly Road serves as the primary north-south roadway across the center of James Island, while connecting
the Folly Beach community to the remainder of the Charleston region. There is a large amount of
commercial strip development along Folly Road.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to increase capacity on Folly Road
through James Island.
Need: Through James Island, there are several areas where congestion is an issue along Folly Road. South
of the James Island Connector, the roadway is currently operating at a LOS of F. In addition, the causeway
connecting James Island to Folly Beach is projected to operate at a LOS of F by 2035.
Gregorie Ferry Connector
This project involves the new alignment of approximately 2,600 feet of new alignment two-lane curb/gutter
roadway. The facility will provide system connectivity linking SC Highway 41 to US Highway 17 and
George Browder Road. Approximately 1,250 ft. of the roadway is to be constructed by the developer of
Gregorie Ferry Landing.
Purpose and Need Statement: The purpose of the Gregorie Ferry Connector would be to add network
connectivity along US Highway 17. It would also serve as an intersection improvement project to correct a
roadway deficiency at the intersection of US Highway 17 and Porchers Bluff Road.
Need: At present, SC Highway 41 over 18,000 vehicles per day use the existing two lane roadway, or over
125% of its capacity. The addition of this minor arterial will provide network connectivity to accommodate
significant travel demand as development occurs on US Highway 17 corridor. Due to the increased growth

in the area and the need to improve facilities to provide safer geometry in the area of SC highway 41, US
Highway 17, and Porchers Bluff Road.
Glenn McConnell Parkway Extension – Phase I
This proposed facility will be a major arterial on new location, extending Glenn McConnell Parkway from
Bees Ferry Road in the City of Charleston to US Highway 17 Alternative.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the proposed roadway would serve to provide an
alternative to the congested Interstate 26 corridor for residents of Summerville, a principal city in the region
according to the US Census Bureau, and the surrounding areas. A secondary purpose of the Parkway would
be to protect the scenic nature of the Ashley River area between Interstate 526 and Bacons Bridge Road by
diverting traffic from the existing SC 61 to the Glenn McConnell Parkway. A secondary purpose of the
Glenn McConnell Parkway would serve to provide a safer evacuation route for residents of the region.
Need: Sections of the existing SC 61 between Interstate 526 and Paul Cantrell Boulevard are operating at a
LOS of F. In addition, sections of Dorchester Road and Interstate 26 on the north side of the Ashley River
are also operating above their existing capacity. The parkway would also serve as the main corridor into the
Charleston area for sections of the proposed East Edisto development located in Dorchester County. By
2035, the Parkway is expected to carry between 18,000 and 21,000 vehicles a day. At present, Ashley River
Road (SC 61) passes through several miles of plantation lands and scenic lowland areas adjacent to the
Ashley River, a state scenic river. Because of this, the current roadway is unable to be widened to
accommodate additional traffic demand created in recent years. The new alignment would allow SC 61 to
better serve as a relief valve to Interstate 26, while protecting the scenic nature of the Ashley River Road
corridor.
Glenn McConnell Parkway Extension – Phase II
Purpose and Need Statement: The purpose of the Glenn McConnell Parkway-Phase II would be to add
network connectivity on the western side of the Town of Summerville to Old Orangeburg Rd. It would also
serve as an evacuation route for residents of the region.
Need: At present, SC 61 serves as a designated evacuation route for the region. Because of the capacity
constrains and the numerous live oaks located in close proximity to the corridor, in a large-scale storm
event, the existing roadway could be blocked by falling tree limbs, limiting the ability of residents evacuate
the region in an expedient manner. The new alignment would be located further inland where less
vegetation is present, allowing more residents to utilize a SC 61 to evacuate safely.
International Boulevard
International Boulevard connects Interstate 526 with the Charleston International Airport and serves as a
commuter route to the residential area to the north.
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Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of improvements along this corridor would be to
improve capacity between Interstate 526 and the commuting pattern to points north, including the
Charleston International Airport.
Need: International Boulevard between Interstate 526 and Micheaux Parkway is projected to operate at a
LOS of F by 2035, with a projected 58,000 vehicles per day expected by 2035.
Interstate 26 Widening (Port Access Road to I-526)
Purpose and Need Statement: The Primary purpose of this project would be to provide additional traffic
capacity through the Neck area of North Charleston. The secondary purpose of this project is to improve
transportation infrastructure to support the creation of new facilities at the Port of Charleston. Operational
strategies, such as HOV lanes and transit services shall be evaluated in the project development phase.
Need: With the continued growth of the Charleston region and the continued development of the Port of
Charleston, the need to provide for accessibility for port facility traffic is important for the region. By 2035,
approximately 100,000 vehicles per day, including approximately 12,000 trucks per day are projected to
travel along the corridor. With the proposed construction of additional port facilities on the former Navy
Yard in North Charleston, additional truck traffic will be attracted to Interstate 26 and Interstate 526
between the Port and existing and future warehouse and industrial facilities located along the Interstate 26
corridor in Jedburg Road area and in other areas of the region.
Interstate 26 Interchange with Interstate 526
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to improve existing roadway
deficiencies at the intersection of Interstate 526 and Interstate 26. Operational strategies, such as HOV
lanes and transit services shall be evaluated in the project development phase.
Need: One of the main bottlenecks of the existing regional transportation network is the Interstate 26
interchange with Interstate 526. The existing freight traffic through this corridor creates a great deal of
congestion on both roadways, particularly during peak traffic periods. Coupled with the substandard
geometries of the exit ramps at this intersection, there are frequent accidents and traffic backups in the
vicinity of the interchange, with 72 accidents taking place in 2009, including 14 injuries.
Jedburg Road
Jedburg Road is a key corridor connecting the northern end of Summerville to Interstate 26 and points to the
north and east in Berkeley County.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide additional capacity
along the Jedburg Road corridor. A secondary purpose of this project would be to provide transportation
infrastructure to promote growth and development in the Jedburg Commerce Park and the adjacent
industrial, office, and warehouse facilities currently underway in the Sheep Island/Jedburg Road area.

Need: With continued development of the numerous employment centers in the Jedburg Road area, by
2035, it is estimated that between 30,000 and 60,000 vehicles per day will utilize Jedburg Road. Between
US 78 at the western end of Summerville and Wildgame Road, north of Interstate 26, development in the
area is characterized by a number of existing or approved and proposed industrial and warehouse facilities.
The Jedburg Commerce Park is a large industrial/ warehouse facility housing numerous businesses, most
notably the regional distribution facilities for Piggly Wiggly. In addition, the Rockefeller Free Trade Zone
and numerous other existing and proposed industrial facilities that would total over 5 million square feet in
gross lease area are located in this area. Improvements to Jedburg Road would provide for greater access
for employees and truck traffic accessing this district.
Light Rail Transit Service
Another option that may be beneficial for the CHATS study area as the region grows is light rail. Light rail
lines provide more frequent service than commuter rail with a shorter space between stops (approximately 1
mile apart in suburban areas and ½ miles within urbanized areas, in comparison to the 2 to 5 miles between
commuter rail stops). Because of the type of trains that are typically used and the frequency of stops that
are required, any light rail line would be required to construct a new line, either within existing right of way
areas or within areas where light rail can be easily put into place. Additionally, new station facilities,
including terminals or waiting areas and parking facilities would be required along the routes.
There are four light rail lines that are proposed for the CHATS study area. Three of the lines would run
roughly parallel to the Interstate 26 corridor, with the fourth line located adjacent to US 17 across the City
of Charleston and the Town of Mount Pleasant. The routes are as follows:
1) Summerville to Downtown Charleston, following a similar route to the Summerville Commuter
Rail Line
2) Rivers Avenue from Hanahan to Downtown Charleston, following a similar route to the Goose
Creek Commuter Rail Line. This could be extended to Goose Creek depending on demand.
3) Charleston International Airport to Downtown Charleston. This route would also serve the
proposed North Charleston Intermodal Center.
4) Mount Pleasant Town Center area to Citadel Mall area along US 17.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose for light rail service in the Charleston region would
serve to improve capacity along the congested transportation network adjacent to the rail corridors,
particularly during peak travel hours. A secondary purpose of light rail service would serve to provide
transportation infrastructure to support community growth in the City of Charleston and City of North
Charleston’s Comprehensive Plans.
Need: As described in earlier items in this section, many of the primary roadway corridors connecting
Summerville, Goose Creek and the northern sections of North Charleston to the Neck area and the
Charleston Peninsula are currently operating at a LOS of F, as are sections of the US 17 corridor in both
Mount Pleasant and West Ashley. There is limited right of way available for additional roadway
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improvements within both corridors. As a result, the Charleston region has begun to take a serious
look at improving mobility along these corridors through a variety of means. Along the Ashley and Cooper
Rivers, a number of large-scale redevelopment projects have been approved that would provide for new
residential, employment, retail, and service options within the Neck area encompassing parts of North
Charleston and Charleston. Many of the proposed developments, such as the Navy Yard, Magnolia, and the
Promenade developments are intended to be constructed using elements of New Urbanism, which
emphasizes traditional form communities comprising of mixed uses. Communities built in this way (similar
to early 20th century streetcar suburbs and urban neighborhoods) encourage the utilization of transit
substantially more than the suburban style development that has taken place in much of the CHATS study
area and the US since the early 1950’s. With the presence of a dedicated light rail system, development
near the rail areas can take place as a series of nodes along the light rail corridors, allowing for the higher
intensity of development within the corridors to make light rail a potentially feasible alternative.
Additionally, the provision of light rail would serve to provide a motivation for the redevelopment of the
US 17 corridor in a more nodal form, as described in the Mount Pleasant Comprehensive Plan, rather than
reinforcing the existing strip development currently present.

Mark Clark Expressway Extension
The Mark Clark Expressway (Interstate 526) extension would provide a direct connection between the
current terminus of the Expressway at Savannah Highway and the James Island Connector via Johns Island
and through a section of James Island.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the Mark Clark Expressway Project is to increase the
capacity of the regional transportation system, improve safety and enhance mobility to and from the West
Ashley, Johns Island and James Island areas of Charleston.
Need: At present, both Savannah Highway (US 17) and St. Andrews Boulevard (SC 61) are operating at a
LOS of F. By 2035, Savannah Highway would be carrying 127% of capacity while St. Andrews Blvd
would be carrying an estimated 140% of capacity. Projected 2035 traffic estimates are expected to range
between 15,000 and 24,000 vehicles a day (vpd) along this new facility. Based on the travel model results,
the proposed section of Mark Clark between Maybank Road and US 17 is expected to carry a higher level
of traffic (i.e., 24,000 vpd) than the section between Maybank Road and the James Island Connector.

Long Point Road
Long Pond Road extends from US 17 to its terminus at the Wando Welch Terminal in Mount Pleasant,
serving as a major collector facilities with access to Interstate 526 for residents of the town.

Micheaux Parkway
Micheaux Parkway connects Dorchester Road with the Charleston International Airport, and is used as a
commuter corridor for travelers from Summerville and western sections of North Charleston.

Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to provide additional capacity to
provide relief to the US 17 corridor between Interstate 526 and the Isle of Palms Connector.

Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the project would be to provide for additional
capacity between Dorchester Road and International Boulevard.

Need: While roadwork in recent years has been done to improve this corridor, existing conditions along
Long Point Road, particularly near the Boone Hall Plantation, demonstrate the issues that are present in this
area. At present, Long Point Road is operating at a LOS of F. By 2035, the road is projected to be
operating at 155% of the existing capacity.

Need: With the continued residential and industrial growth along the Dorchester Road corridor and near
Charleston International Airport, including the recent construction of the Boeing plant, additional demand is
expected along this corridor, with an estimated 20,000 vehicles per day expected to use this road by 2035.
The road is currently operating at a LOS of F or 120% of capacity. By 2035, this is projected to increase to
over 160%.

Main Road
Main Road is the one of the two primary north-south roadways through Johns Island, connecting the
western end of Johns Island and Wadmalaw Island to the mainland and US 17.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of improvements along the Main Road corridor would
be to provide additional roadway accessibility and capacity to western sections of Johns Island.
Need: Main Road is the only roadway that directly connects Johns Island to mainland areas of the
Charleston region. By 2035, sections of the roadway between River Road and US 17 are projected to be
operating at a LOS of F or at over 130% of the existing roadway capacity. Sections of the roadway between
the CSX rail line and US 17 are currently operating at a LOS of F.

Miles Jamison Road
Miles Jamison Road functions as a urban collector road between Old Trolley and Ladson Roads in the
Ladson area and in the Town of Summerville.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to provide a operational improvement
on the Miles Jamison Road corridor. A secondary purpose of the project would be to improve multi-modal
accessibility within the Summerville area, as proposed in the Dorchester County Comprehensive Plan.
Need: Traffic demand is expected to increase along Miles Jamison Road as residential and commercial
development continues in the Summerville area. By 2035, this road is projected to carry approximately
20,000 vehicles a day and be operating at a LOS of F. At the present time, there are no bicycle or
pedestrian facilities along this corridor, limiting accessibility for non auto users to nearby shops and
employers.
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Montague Avenue
Montague Avenue is the primary connection from Interstate 26 to Center Pointe and the North Charleston
Coliseum complex.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the project is to provide additional roadway capacity
along Montague Avenue between Interstate 26 and International Boulevard in North Charleston.
Need: In recent years, the construction of the Center Pointe development, the growth of the Charleston
International Airport, and the continued expansion of the North Charleston Coliseum complex has increased
traffic demand along Montague Avenue, the main access point to this area for traffic coming from
downtown Charleston. At present, sections of this corridor are operating at a LOS of F. By 2035, over
43,000 vehicles per day are expected along this corridor.
Mount Pleasant Roadway System
The Mount Pleasant Roadway System would create a series of roadways that would provide for a
transportation network between Porchers Bluff Road and Six Mile Road. These roadways would connect to
a future extension of Sweetgrass Basket Parkway, to Rifle Range Road, and to US 17. A secondary purpose
of this project would be to provide system linkages to an infill area of Mount Pleasant. This system of
projects has the potential to be implemented through multiple individual improvements.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this roadway would be to improve capacity along the
US 17 corridor by creating a network of roadways.
Need: At present, the section of US 17 between Long Point Road and SC 41 is operating at a LOS of F.
The creation of a network of roadways, including the roadways that would be part of this network are
anticipated provide relief to this area, as discussed in the Mount Pleasant Transportation Study. At present,
there are few linkages between Rifle Range Road and US 17. Travelers are required to drive along either of
the primary roadways to gain access to this area. The provision of a network of roadways will help to
improve access through this section of Mount Pleasant.
Old Mount Holly Road
Old Mount Holly Road functions as an urban collector, connecting US 52 to St. James Avenue (US 176).
However, with the implementation of the Henry Brown Boulevard extension project, this facility becomes
part of an arterial system for the Goose Creek area.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to provide a system linkage through the
Goose Creek area, connecting with the Henry Brown Boulevard extension at the northern end of the city. A
secondary purpose of the project would be to provide additional bicycle and pedestrian faculties for
residents of the Goose Creek area and for the CHATS study area, as proposed in the Goose Creek
Comprehensive Plan.

Need: At the present time, much of the traffic from the Goose Creek area towards Charleston moves
through the center of Goose Creek along St. James Boulevard to US 52 and into Charleston County. With
the completion of the proposed Henry Brown Boulevard extension, a significant percentage of traffic would
utilize Old Mount Holly Road to connect to the Henry Brown Boulevard Extension at US 52 and to areas of
North Charleston, Hanahan, and lower Goose Creek, including to the Naval Weapons Station. As an
integral part of this system, Old Mount Holly Road is projected to carry approximately 18,000 to 20,000
vehicles a day by 2035. At the present time, there are no bicycle or pedestrian faculties that connect the
northern edge of Goose Creek to the US 52 corridor and to the Marguerite Brown Municipal Center, home
to City Hall and a variety of municipal facilities. Bicycle and pedestrian facilities along the proposed
roadway would allow for improved access to the Marguerite Brown Governmental Center and other offices
and businesses in the northern section of Goose Creek.
Old Orangeburg Road
New residential development continues to put pressure on Old Orangeburg Road between Dorchester and
Mallard Roads in the Summerville area. This 2-lane minor arterial provides service between Dorchester
Road and I-26 via Mallard Road and Jedburg Road.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide for additional
transportation capacity along the Old Orangeburg Road corridor. A secondary purpose for this corridor
would be to provide for multi-modal options along this corridor.
Need: With the large amount of residential and commercial growth within the southwestern section of the
Summerville area in recent years, the need for a relief valve for US 17A in Summerville has become acute.
In addition, with the future development of several industrial parks in the vicinity of Exit 199, including the
expansion of the Jedburg Industrial Park and the Mead Westvaco site near the proposed Sheep Island
Parkway, additional demand will be placed on the existing two lane roadway. This will be especially true if
there is direct access from this roadway to the proposed Glenn McConnell Parkway, providing greater
accessibility for residents of areas north of Summerville to the Charleston Peninsula. If this happens, the
use of Orangeburg Road as a connector to the Parkway from Summerville would raise demand to the point
where the roadway would be operating at a LOS of F by 2035. At present, there are no sidewalks or bicycle
facilities along much of this corridor. With the increased development that has taken place in the
Knightsville area, particularly in the vicinity of Central Avenue and Old Orangeburg Road, the need to
provide safe multi-modal connections is of great importance for residents and businesses along this corridor.
In particular, there are no direct sidewalk connections to Knightsville Elementary School, located near the
intersection of Old Orangeburg Rd. and Central Ave, and to the shopping centers located along the Old
Orangeburg Road corridor, particularly near the above stated intersection. By providing additional
connections to schools and retail centers, it is anticipated that localized auto trips along Old Orangeburg
Road will be lessened as pedestrian and bicycle use increases.
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Park West Boulevard
Park West Boulevard provides a connection between SC Highway 41 and US Highway 17. It serves as a
minor arterial that connects numerous neighborhoods in the Town of Mount Pleasant, positioning itself as a
vital connector in the local street network
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide additional roadway
capacity to accommodate current and future travel demands along this corridor. This corridor also
accommodates a multitude of bicycle and pedestrian trips that will need to be designed for using the
Complete Street principles.
Need: The corridor is capacity constrained under current conditions. The presence of school facilities
exacerbates the peak hour congestion issues.
Red Bank Road
Red Bank Road is a primary access roadway to the Charleston Naval Weapons Station from Interstate 26
and the Goose Creek areas. The section between Henry Brown Boulevard and Bushy Park Rd is on the
property of the Charleston Naval Weapons Station but is maintained by the South Carolina Department of
Transportation.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide better accessibility
to the Naval Weapons Station and the Bushy Park Industrial Park for residents of Goose Creek and other
freight movements throughout the region.
Need: With the continued growth of the Naval Weapons Station and associated businesses, there is an
increasing demand along this corridor, particularity the turning movement at the gate. With the growth of
the Naval Weapons Station as part of Joint Base Charleston (JBC), the Naval Weapons Station has
recommended that Red Bank Road have additional capacity as part of the 2008 Joint Land Use Study for
JBC.
SC Highway 41
The section of SC Hwy. 41 between US 17 and the Wando River has seen a great deal of development
pressure in recent years as growth in the Town of Mount Pleasant has expanded into this area.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to provide congestion relief for vehicle
travel to and from the subdivisions located along SC 41 in Mount Pleasant. The secondary purpose of the
roadway improvement is to enhance the safety of the region by improving the SC 41 evacuation route for
residents east of the Cooper River.
Need: At present, over 18,000 vehicles per day use the existing two lane roadway, or over 125% of
capacity, earning SC Hwy 41 a LOS grade of F mainly at peak commute hours. By 2035, this is expected to
increase to over 28,000 trips per day and severely over capacity. The project should be divided into three
sections to define the project purpose, from US 17 to Joe Rouse Road, Joe Rouse Road to Dunes West

Boulevard, and the remaining section from Dunes West Boulevard to the Wando River bridge. This minor
arterial will experience significant traffic demand as development occurs on each end of the corridor. Due
to the increased growth in the area and the need to provide improved facilities for evacuation, an integrated,
context-sensitive solution will be required. Specifically, the second section presented above should be
three-lane cross-section based on community input and an improved two-lane section for the third section
identified.
Sea Island Parkway
The Sea Island Parkway would provide a connection between Maybank Highway and the growing Kiawah
and Seabrook Island areas via Betsy Kerrison Parkway on Johns Island.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose for this roadway would be to provide congestion relief
and network capacity along River Road and Bohicket Road on Johns Island that would also protect the
scenic nature of the two roadways.
Need: Both Bohicket Road and River Road are scenic roadways that pass through tree-lined areas of Johns
Island with live oaks in close proximity to the right of way in these areas. With increasing numbers of
seasonal residents residing on the two islands (and the likelihood that a significant number of these homes
would convert to year-round use), improving accessibility and safety to the mainland areas is of importance
to residents of these areas. By 2035, Bohicket Road between Maybank Highway and Edenvale Road is
projected to be operating at a LOS of F.
Sheep Island Parkway and Sheep Island Parkway Interchange with Interstate 26
Along with Jedburg Road, the proposed Sheep Island Parkway would serve as a connector road between the
Cane Bay and Carnes Crossroads areas and Interstate 26 and Summerville.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide greater mobility
between the growth areas of Summerville, the approved and proposed industrial and employment centers in
the vicinity of Interstate 26, and the Cane Bay area.
Need: Due to continued growth in this area, it is estimated that by 2035, nearly 25,000 vehicles per day will
be travelling along the Sheep Island Road corridor, with a substantial amount of this traffic consisting of
truck traffic from the numerous industrial parks proposed in this area. As part of this project, a full
interchange is proposed for the intersection of Interstate 26 and the proposed Sheep Island Parkway.
South Aviation Avenue
A key corridor that would provide relief to Interstate 26 is S. Aviation Avenue, which currently provides a
loop around the airport, connecting the Charleston Air Force Base to Interstate 26 and the southern section
of the airport.
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Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to improve mobility and
accessibility to the Charleston International Airport and the Charleston Air Force Base (part of Joint Base
Charleston) b by providing an alternative route for vehicle traffic moving through the area.
Need: At present, Ashley Phosphate Road, Interstate 26, and International Boulevard are operating at a
LOS of F, with Interstate 26 projected to carry over 180,000 vehicles per day by 2035. Additionally, by
2035, Interstate 526 between Interstate 26 and International Boulevard is projected to operate at a LOS of F.
With the opening of the Boeing manufacturing plant adjacent to the Charleston International Airport and the
opening of the Palmetto Commerce Parkway north of Ashley Phosphate Road, the need to improve
connectivity along this corridor is imperative. By providing for direct access to Aviation Avenue from
Ashley Phosphate Road, truck traffic accessing both Boeing and the Charleston Air Force Base will be more
likely to use this route, lessening impacts to sections of Interstate 26 that currently is being used by over
110,000 vehicles per day and to the interchange at Interstates 26 and 526 that is currently operating at a
LOS of F.
Streetscaping Projects
Another goal of the LRTP is to improve transportation options through the downtown areas of the various
communities within the CHATS study area. One means of doing so is through streetscape projects that act
to prioritize bicycle and pedestrian travel through downtown areas. As part of the LRTP there were two
streetscape projects that were assessed:
1) Coleman Boulevard and Ben Sawyer Boulevard in Mount Pleasant
2) Lincolnville Road and Lincoln Avenue in Lincolnville.
Each of these projects would provide beautification for downtown areas as well as new sidewalk and
bicycle facilities within these areas. Combined with facade improvements and infill mixed-use
construction, it is anticipated that these downtown areas would benefit from these improvements. Projects
of this type are consistent with the Complete Streets funding category as presented in Chapter 11.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the streetscaping projects is to address safety
concerns along these corridors.
Need: Both Lincolnville Road and Coleman Road have existing, yet different safety concerns that the
streetscaping projects would help address.
Lincolnville Road connects a largely rural community (Lincolnville) to the largely suburban areas that
surround it, including Ladson and Summerville. Much of the stretch of Lincolnville Road is unlit and there
are no sidewalks or bicycle facilities present, requiring residents to walk either on the pavement or along the
minimal shoulder area that is currently in place.

Coleman Boulevard passes through a heavily travelled section of Mount Pleasant, connecting Downtown
Charleston with downtown Mount Pleasant and Sullivan’s Island. Because of the high traffic and design
that has traditionally favored mid to high-speed auto travel, there are frequent accidents (110 in 2009,
resulting in 32 injuries and 1 death) along this corridor.
Sweetgrass Basket Parkway
The Sweatgrass Basket Parkway Extension would be located between Porchers Bluff Road and Six Mile
Road, connecting to the existing Sweetgrass Basket Parkway at Six Mile Road.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this roadway would be to improve capacity along the
US 17 corridor by creating a network of roadways. The Sweatgrass Basket Parkway Extension would be
part of this network. A secondary purpose of this project would be to improve bicycle and pedestrian
connectivity through this section of Mount Pleasant and to the region.
Need: At present, the section of US 17 between Long Point Road and SC 41 is operating at a LOS of F.
The creation of a series of roadways, including an extension to Sweetgrass Basket Parkway/ Hungryneck
Boulevard would provide relief to this area, as discussed in the Mount Pleasant Transportation Study. At
present, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity through this corridor is limited, with only the most experienced
or needy walkers and riders utilizing the US 17 corridor. Additionally, according to the Mount Pleasant
Transportation Study and previous planning efforts at the regional level, this section of Sweetgrass Basket
Parkway would serve as part of the East Coast Greenway, a series of bicycle trails and corridors extending
from Maine to Florida.
US 17A (North Main St.)
US 17A (North Main Street) in Summerville is the primary access for residents of Summerville to Interstate
26 and towards Goose Creek and Moncks Corner. This section of North Main St. also passes by several
large shopping centers, including Azalea Square and North Main Market.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project would be to provide operational
improvements on US 17A between Interstate 26 and the Berlin Myers Parkway in the Town of
Summerville. A parallel corridor may be required to achieve the desired congestion relief.
Need: Because of the continued growth in the Summerville and Goose Creek areas and the expansion of
retail options along US 17A (North Main Street) near Exit 199 on Interstate 26, increased demand will be
placed on existing roadways, with over 66,000 vehicles per day expected in the vicinity of Exit 199 by
2035.
US 52 and US 176 Intersection
The intersection of US 52 (Goose Creek Boulevard) and US 176 (St. James Boulevard/Red Bank Road) is
the gateway to the Goose Creek area. US 52 is the primary roadway from the Goose Creek and Moncks
Corner area to the greater Charleston Region, while US 176 and Red Bank Road serve as the primary access
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corridor to the Charleston Naval Weapons Station for the Goose Creek, Summerville, and Moncks
Corner areas.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of this project is to improve capacity along the US 52
corridor, particularly in the vicinity of US 176. To address safety concerns at the intersection of US 52 and
US 176.
Need: Because of the heavy congestion at this intersection (nearly 100,000 vehicles per day by 2035), the
need for additional traffic mitigation is necessary. Additionally, the intersection of US 176 and US 52 and
the section of US 52 from US 78 to US 176 are operating at a LOS of F. The intersection of US 52 and US
176 is one of the most dangerous intersections in the BCD region. In 2009, there were 108 accidents within
a ¼-mile radius of this intersection, including 38 injuries. Improvements at this intersection would serve to
provide a safer means of access through this corridor.
US 17A West of Summerville
The section of US 17A west of Summerville between SC 642 and SC 61 serves as a primary evacuation
route for people living in West Ashley and areas west of the Ashley River in Dorchester County. At present
over 10,000 vehicles including over 1,400 trucks per day are using this corridor. The secondary purpose of
the project would serve to provide transportation infrastructure to support community development.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose of the project would serve to increase capacity along US
17A west of the Ashley River

For each of the routes, capital costs would include new boats that have a smaller capacity (approximately 50
passengers, as compared to the 150 passengers that the existing fleet holds) and are faster (top speeds of 2530 knots, compared to the 10 knots per hour of the existing fleet) than existing boats used for tourist
activities such as harbor tours and to provide access to Fort Sumter. These boats, if operated by private
concerns, could potentially be used for these activities during off-peak times, either from the existing tour
boat access points or from the localized access points where ferry service would commence.
Purpose and Need Statement: The primary purpose for waterborne transit service in the Charleston region
would serve to improve capacity along the congested transportation network adjacent to the transit corridor,
particularly during peak travel hours.
Need: As described in earlier items in this section, many of the primary roadway corridors connecting
Summerville, Goose Creek and the northern sections of North Charleston to the Neck area and the
Charleston Peninsula are currently operating at a LOS of F. This is also the case along the US 17 corridor
on either side of the Charleston Peninsula, on sections of Folly Road on James Island, and where the James
Island Connector merges into the Charleston street network near MUSC. There is limited right of way
available for additional roadway improvements along these corridors and, in many cases, additional
capacity improvements are not locally desired. As a result, the Charleston region has begun to take a
serious look at providing alternative means of moving residents through these corridors via a series of
alternatives. Because of the proximity of employment centers in the Charleston Peninsula area to the
Ashley and Cooper Rivers and the numerous potential access points in neighborhood areas, waterborne
transportation is being explored as an alternative for the region.

Need: By 2035, because of the growth of the Summerville area and the proposed East Edisto development,
US 17A will be operating at a LOS of F or approximately 150 % of the capacity at the current LOS. Over
31,000 vehicles per day are anticipated to use this section of US 17A by 2035. With the proposed
redevelopment of existing forestlands in the Clubhouse area by Mead Westvaco as part of East Edisto, the
need for improved roadways to serve the proposed office and residential communities is a priority for the
region. Even without the proposed development, the roadway will be deficient by 2035 due to projected
regional growth and traffic moving between Walterboro and Summerville.
Waterborne Transit
With its large harbor and location at the confluence of the Ashley and Cooper Rivers, Charleston is in a
position to implement a variety of waterborne transit routes within the BCD study area. These routes would
run primarily during peak commuting hours and provide an alternative for travelers into the downtown
Charleston area while limiting additional demands on constrained roadways and parking facilities in the
downtown area. The following routes proposed to assess their accommodation of travel demand:
1) Daniel Island to Downtown Charleston
2) Fort Johnson (James Island) to Downtown Charleston
3) Patriots Point in Mount Pleasant to Downtown Charleston
4) North Charleston to Downtown Charleston
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Access Man ag em en t
As development continues to occur along major highways and prominent corridors, protecting the through
capacity of these corridors will be increasingly important. A number of roadways in the BCD region are
reaching or already have reached the practical limits of widening and major improvement. Other corridors
can be enhanced with capacity improvements, but the cost of doing so is prohibitive or controversial.
Development already located along roadways is unlikely to willingly remove points of access without a
comprehensive corridor plan. Meanwhile, new development will continue to locate along roadways and
seek direct driveway access. The increasing number of driveways and intersections will create more points
of conflict; create additional traffic congestion and safety concerns that effectively reduce the through
capacity of many of the most important travel corridors. Implementing access management policies and
constructing measures has the potential to create a balance between the need for access to the transportation
system and the desire to protect the mobility of major corridors.

effect of incidents on a single location or on multiple roadways.
Approximate construction cost: $20,000 per location


Non-traversable median— these features are raised or
depressed cross section elements that physically separate
opposing traffic flows. Inclusion in a new cross section
or retrofit of an existing cross section should be
considered for some multi-lane arterials (general) and for
multi-lane roadways with high pedestrian volumes, high
collision rates, or in locations where aesthetics are a
priority. As these treatments are considered, sufficient
spacing and locations for U- and left-turn bays must are
identified.
o

Corridor and Intersection Mitigation Measures
With minor improvements or direct changes to driver behavior, more efficient use can be made of the
existing transportation system. Minor improvements may include the construction of additional turn lanes,
installation of updated or advanced signal equipment, installation of intelligent transportation systems, and
identification of alternative travel patterns. Nodal type development with a mixture of land uses will serves
a mitigation measure.


Adaptive signal control—involves continuously collecting (automated) intersection traffic volumes
and using the volumes to alter signal timing and phasing to best accommodate real-time traffic
volumes. Adaptive signal control can increase isolated intersection capacity as well as improve overall
corridor mobility by up to twenty percent during off-peak periods and ten percent during peak periods.
Approximate construction cost: $250,000 per system and $10,000 per intersection in addition to 25% of
capital costs in training, etc.



CCTV traffic
monitoring—Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras are primarily used on
interstate facilities and major arterials to provide
visual traffic volume and flow information to traffic
management or monitoring centers. These centers
use this information to deploy incident response
patrols/equipment and to provide roadway travel
(delay) information to motorists. By having visual
roadway information, traffic management centers are
able to identify incidents quickly and respond
appropriately and efficiently, helping to reduce the

o

Advantages—increased safety and capacity by separating opposing vehicle flows,
providing space for pedestrians to find refuge, and restricting turning movements to
locations with appropriate turn lanes
Disadvantages—potential for increased emergency vehicle response time (indirect
routes to some destinations), inconvenience, increased travel distance for some
movements and potential opposition from the general public and affected property
owners.

Approximate construction cost: variable
 Median
U-turn
treatment—these treatments
involve
prohibiting
or
preventing minor street left
turns
at
signalized
intersections. Instead, these
turns are made by first making
a right-turn and then making a
U-turn at a nearby median
opening. These treatments can
increase safety and efficiency
of roadway corridors with high volumes of through traffic, but should not be used where
there is not sufficient space available for the provision of U-turn movements. The
location of U-turn bays must consider weaving distance, but also not contribute to
excessive travel distance.
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o
Advantages—reduced delay for major intersection movements, potential
for better two-way traffic progression (major and minor street), fewer stops for
through traffic, and fewer points of conflict (for pedestrians and vehicles) at
intersections.
o Disadvantages—increased delay for some turning movements, increased travel distance,
increased travel time for minor street left turns, and driver confusion.



Approximate construction cost: $50,000 - $60,000 per
median opening

Intersection and driveway curb radii—locations with inadequate curb radii have the potential to
necessitate that turning vehicles use opposing travel lanes to complete their turning movement.
Inadequate curb radii may cause vehicles to “mount the curb” as
they turn a corner and cause damage to the curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and any fixed objects located on the corner. This also
may endanger pedestrians standing on the corner. Curb radii
should be adequately sized for area context and likely vehicular
usage.




One-way frontage roads and side street
connectivity— many older major roadway corridors
have two-way service roads along both sides of the
street. A local example is Johnnie Dodds Boulevard
Mount Pleasant Converting these service roads to oneway with slip ramps has the potential to improve their
safety and efficiency—decreasing the number of
intersection conflict points from 96 (two-way) to 36
(one-way) at minor road intersections and also reducing confusion at intersections. Street
connectivity involves establishing a network of streets that forms a grid pattern, providing multiple
routes and connections to get to origin and destination points. A minor street network that makes
connections between parcels can serve shorter trips and increase the capacity of the major
thoroughfare. FHWA includes this type of project in its list of valid project purpose statements for
the NEPA project scoping process.









Approximate construction cost: $1,000,000 per mile


Offset left turn treatment— exclusive left turn lanes at intersections are generally configured to
the right of one another, which causes opposing left turning vehicles to block one another’s
forward visibility. An offset left turn treatment involves shifting the left turn lanes to the left,
adjacent to the innermost lane of oncoming through traffic. In cases
where permissive left turn phasing is used, this treatment can
improve efficiency by reducing crossing and exposure time and
distance for left-turning vehicles. In addition, the positive off-set
improves sight distance and may improve gap recognition. Where
there is sufficient median width, this treatment can be easily retrofit.
Where there is not sufficient right-of-way width, the construction of
this treatment can be difficult and costly.
Approximate construction cost: variable

Emergency vehicle/Transit vehicle preemption—this involves an
oncoming emergency or other suitably equipped vehicle changing the
indication—to green—of a traffic signal to favor the direction of
desired travel. Preemption improves emergency vehicle response
time, reduces vehicular lane and roadway blockages, and improves
the safety of the responders by stopping conflicting movements.
Approximate construction cost:
$5,000-$7,000
intersection plus $2,000 per equipped vehicle

per



Left-turn storage bays—where possible, exclusive left-turn
lanes/bays should be constructed to provide adequate storage
space for turning vehicles, exclusive of through traffic. The
provision of these bays reduces vehicle delay related to
waiting turning vehicles and will decrease the frequency of rearend and other collisions attributable to lane blockages.
In some cases turn bays/lanes can be constructed within an existing median, in other cases,
additional right-of-way is required and construction may be more costly.


Minor street approach improvements—at signalized intersections, minor
street vehicular volumes and associated delays may require that a
disproportionate amount of green time be allocated to the minor street,
contributing to higher than desired main street delay. Often, with laneage
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improvements to the minor street approaches, such as an additional left-turn
lane or right-turn lane, signal timing can be re-allocated and optimized.

Sit e Access M it igat io n M easu res
Site driveways and intersections should be configured to
minimize negative effects on the adjacent public street network.
This can be accomplished through good site design and by
limiting the number of new points of access along a roadway.


Driveway throat length—is the distance from the edge
of the public street to the first internal site intersection.
An adequate separation should be provided (minimum
200 feet) to prevent internal site operations from
affecting an adjacent public street. (Approximate
construction cost: varies and is usually the responsibility
of private development)



Number of driveways—in many cases, new
development occurs adjacent to an existing site or
adjacent to another new development. In these cases,
driveway permit applicants should be encouraged to
seek cross access easements/agreements (from an existing adjacent property) or coordinate with an
adjacent proposed development to create interconnected internal circulation systems and shareduse external driveways. (Approximate construction cost: varies and is usually the responsibility of
private development)



Driveway placement/relocation—driveways located in close
proximity to intersections create and contribute to operational and
safety issues. These include intersections and driveway blockages,
increased points of conflict, frequent/unexpected stops in the through
travel lanes, and driver confusion (as to where vehicles are turning).
Driveways in close proximity to intersections should be relocated or
closed, as appropriate.



Signalization—the volume of traffic attracted to some site driveways is more than can be
accommodated acceptably under an unsignalized condition. Delays for minor street movements as
well as left-turn movements on the main street may create or contribute to undue delays on the
major roadway and numerous safety issues. The installation of a traffic signal at appropriate
locations can mitigate these types of issues without adversely affecting the operation of the major
roadway.

Types of Corridors and Potential Solutions
A number of different roadway cross sections are represented throughout the region. In some cases traffic
flows along these roadways are minimally impeded. However, in some corridors, spot and/or corridor-wide
improvements are needed. The following indicates types of roadway cross section; land use and
development character; local examples of the roadway; and possible access management measures that can
be implemented to mitigate corridor or intersection operational issues.

Fi v e

l an e s (p r e d o m i n an t l y r e t ai l l an d u se s)

Local Examples
• Savannah Highway (US 17)
• Coleman Boulevard
Access Management Measures
• Adaptive signal control
• Median U-turn treatment
• Non-traversable median treatment
• Offset left turn treatment
• Intersection and driveway curb radii
• Left-turn storage bays
• Minor street approach improvements (left-turn lane and right-turn lane)
• Emergency vehicle / Transit vehicle preemption
• Driveway throat length
• Consolidate driveways
• Driveway placement/relocation

Fo u r - l an e Di v i d e d w i t h Lan d scap e d M e d i an
Local Examples
• Dorchester Road
• Palmetto Commerce Parkway
Access Management Solutions
• Adaptive signal control
• Median U-turn treatment
•
•

Offset left turn treatment
Intersection and driveway curb radii
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•
•
•
•
•
•

• Left-turn storage bays
Minor street approach improvements (left-turn lane and right-turn lane)
Emergency vehicle / Transit vehicle preemption
Driveway throat length
Consolidate driveways
Driveway placement/relocation
Signalization (driveways)

•
•
•

Co m p let e St r eet s
Introduction
“Complete Streets” is a policy to transform transportation corridors from vehicle-dominated thoroughfares
into community-oriented streets that safely and conveniently accommodate all modes of travel not just
motorists. In recent years, a number of regional communities have adopted recommendations to
implement a complete streets program as a part of their Comprehensive Plan and a policy in the CHATS
LRTP, discussed herein. By doing so, opportunities for pedestrian and bicycle travel will be enhanced,
access to and facilities along transit corridors will be improved with minimal impact to highway travel.

Fo u r - l an e u n d i v i d e d
Local Examples
• Lockwood Drive
• US 52
• Morrison/East Bay
Access Management Measures
• Adaptive signal control
• Median U-turn treatment
• Non-traversable median treatment
• Offset left turn treatment
• Intersection and driveway curb radii
• Left-turn storage bays
• Minor street approach improvements (left-turn
and right-turn lane)
• Emergency vehicle / Transit vehicle preemption
• Driveway throat length
• Consolidate driveways
• Driveway placement/relocation
• Signalization (driveways)

The complete streets policy was adopted by CHATS in response to increased public awareness of the
needs of all travelers in public rights of way. Outreach meetings with citizens of this region were wellattended and served as an opportunity for many participants – a majority – to voice their concern about
the apparent single-focus transportation vision in this region. The diversity of users and the natural
beauty of the area are not presently complemented with our roadway corridors. The proposal includes the
following elements:
•
Inviting and varied building facades
that address
the street and
appropriate building heights with
regard to street width are important in
the Context Realm

Fo u r - l an e w i t h Se r v i ce r o ad s an d Par t i al l y Co n t r o l l e d Acce ss
Local Examples
• Johnnie Dodds Boulevard (US 17)
Access Management Measures
• Adaptive signal control
• CCTV traffic monitoring

Non-traversable median treatment
One way frontage road system
Emergency vehicle / Transit vehicle preemption

lane

•
•
•
•
•

Safer and more convenient walkways, sidewalks and
crosswalks (see Chapter7)
Safer and more convenient bikeways (see Chapter
13)
Intelligent transportation systems using hightechnology (see Chapter 4)
Access management to improve public safety (see
Chapter 4)
Water shuttle or ferry boat system serving
transportation needs (see Chapter 8)
Safe transportation corridors for all system users
(Chapter 7 and 9)

Each of these elements is described below, followed by a detailed description of four basic zones or realms
in a corridor, which are: context realm, pedestrian realm, travelway realm and intersection realm.
Later in this section, a series of typical illustrations are presented showing plan and cross-section views of
different types of streets.
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This plan embraces a vision of a privately operated system operating between publicly-owned
docks with adequate provisions for parking and connections with all forms of the regional
transportation system including pathways, bikeways, bus service and activity centers.

Co n t ext Realm
The context realm is defined by buildings that
frame the major roadway. Guidance for the
context realm focuses on four areas of
consideration.

Bu i l d i n g Fo r m an d M assi n g

Interrelationship of Context and Arterial Design. Source: CD+A

A number of corridors in this region are not safe for walking or bicycling – and should be considered a
viable option for congestion relief or a land use-transportation planning solution to travel demand. So
complete streets is intended to better serve pedestrians, bicyclists, freight operators, and transit customers
with safe and convenient facilities. Aesthetics are an important element of complete streets to create
environments where people want to be. Furthermore, the installation of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) along major corridors with high-technology equipment will result in usable advance information
available to motorists. Saving time by using an alternate route because a motorist heard about a bottleneck
on the television, radio, or internet is appreciated. Also, major investments in multilane roadways have
eroded over time, due in part to a willingness to grant too many driveways that are too close together and
without adequate safeguards to protect motorist safety. Movements toward implementing access
management strategies are embraced for higher-speed multilane corridors particularly those with
demonstrated crash histories. Lastly, most participants in our public outreach process indicated that the
primary reason why they moved to this region and or what keeps them here is water. Intrinsically this is
understood, but the framers of this plan considered strategies that would allow citizens closer and more
public forms of access to the harbor and rivers of this region – access that would also provide a form of
mobility. Preliminary studies for a water shuttle or ferry boat system in this region have been completed by
the United States Department of Interior National Park Service and have been recommended by a number of
communities as a transportation option in their Comprehensive Plans.

High-quality street design should be
supplemented with buildings located close to
the street that frame the public space enjoyed
by pedestrians. In more urban areas, these
buildings should be located directly behind
the sidewalk and even encroach into the
pedestrian realm in some areas with stairs,
stoops, or awnings to provide visual interest
and access to the public space. Suburban
Buildings tall enough to frame a corridor and give
pedestrians a comfortable sense of enclosure
environments that must incorporate setbacks
measure at least 25% of the roadway right-of-way
for adjacent buildings should limit this
distance to 20 feet
or less and avoid off-street parking between buildings and the pedestrian realm. Larger setbacks in these
suburban areas will diminish the sense of enclosure afforded to the pedestrian and move access to the
buildings farther away from the street. In both environments, building heights should measure at least 25%
of the corridor width. That is, a 100-foot wide roadway right-of-way should be framed by buildings that are
at least 25 feet high on both sides with facades that are at most 20 feet from the edge of right-of-way.

Ar ch i t e ct u r al El e m e n t s
Careful placement and design of buildings adjacent to the major roadway offer opportunities for meaningful
interaction between transportation and land use. These opportunities are greatly enhanced when land uses
located along the pedestrian realm are conducive to walking; such as restaurants, small shops and
boutiques, residential units and offices located in close proximity. Building scale and design details
incorporated into individual buildings serve to foster a comfortable, engaging environment focused on the
pedestrian. Common building design treatments generally favored in a pedestrian environment include
awnings, porches, balconies, stairs, stoops, windows, appropriate lighting, promenades, and opaque
windows.
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Tr an sit In t eg r at io n
Areas that are targeted for high-quality transit service
must be supported through land use and zoning policies
that support transit-oriented development and reflect the
benefits of increased access to alternative modes of
travel. Examples include appropriate densities and
intensities for supporting transit use, parking ratios that
reflect reduced reliance on the automobile, and setback
and design guidelines that result in pedestrian
supportive urban design. In addition, potential transit
service identified for transportation corridors within the
community should take into consideration the land use,
density/intensity, and urban design characteristics of the
surrounding environment before selecting proposed
technologies or finalizing service plans. A number of
communities in the study area have implemented
elements into their comprehensive plans that promote
the utilization of a variety of transit options as ways to
enhance local and regional mobility.

Public
l

Building facades
define the edge of
the public realm
at the back of the
sidewalk

Off-street parking
located out of view
from the main
street and is
accessed from a
ll t
t t
Mid-block
pedestrian
ti

Sit e Desig n
The complete street is truly integrated into the
surrounding environment when the interface between
the site and the street is complementary to the
pedestrian environment created along the entire
corridor. Access to the site should be controlled
through a comprehensive access management program
to minimize excessive driveways that create undesirable
conflicts for traveling pedestrians. Building orientation,
further defined by landscape and architectural elements
incorporated into the site should reinforce the public
space protected between the buildings. Public paths
through sites should be provided to shorten blocks
longer than 600 feet.

On-Street
Parking
Corner bulb-out
Parking is located
at the side of
Tree canopy

Short block lengths
~ 300 feet
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Pedestrian Realm

Awnings encroach over the throughway zone,
protecting pedestrians from sun and rain

The pedestrian realm may consist of up to four
distinct functional zones – frontage zone,
throughway zone, furnishing zone, and edge zone.
The frontage zone is located near the back of the
sidewalk and varies in width to accommodate
potential window shoppers, stairs, stoops, planters,
marquees, outdoor displays, awnings, or café
tables. The throughway zone provides clear space
for pedestrians to move between destinations and
varies between 6 and 16 feet wide based on the
anticipated demand for unimpeded walking area.
The furnishing zone provides a key buffering
between pedestrians and moving traffic.
It
generally measures at least 8 feet wide to
accommodate street trees, planting strips, street
furniture, utility poles, sign poles, signal and
electrical cabinets, phone booths, fire hydrants,
bicycle racks, or retail kiosks targeted for the
pedestrian
realm.
The
edge

zone is incorporated into the
pedestrian realm concurrent with the
presence of on-street parking to allow
sufficient room for opening car doors.

The pedestrian realm extends between the outside
edge of sidewalk and the face-of-curb located along
the street. Safety and mobility for pedestrians
within this ‘public’ realm is predicated upon the
presence of continuous sidewalks along both sides
of the street built to a sufficient width for
accommodating different space needs within
different environments; such as suburban verses
downtown settings. The quality of the pedestrian
realm is also greatly enhanced by the presence of
high-quality buffers between pedestrians and
moving traffic, safe and convenient opportunities to
cross the street, and consideration for shade and
lighting needs. Each is discussed below.
Awnings encroach over the throughway zone, protecting
pedestrians from sun and rain

Incorporation of one or more of these
function zones is generally based
upon the context of the surrounding
built environment. For example, a
more urban, downtown environment
will include all four zones in the
pedestrian realm and could measure
up to 24 feet wide. An equally
important link to the pedestrian
network that is located in a more
suburban setting may omit one or
more of the function zones listed
above; with an overall minimum
width of 11 feet.

Recommended design elements for promoting a healthy pedestrian realm generally focus on one of four
areas of concentration, which are: pedestrian mobility, quality buffers, vertical elements and public open
space. Together, these ‘best practices’ can be implemented in both urban and suburban environments, to
varying degrees, for promoting healthy pedestrian environments.

Pe d e st r i an M o b i l i t y
The presence of a comprehensive, continuous
pedestrian network serves as the foundation for
fostering a walkable community that supports
active transportation and mode choice. Sidewalks
generally provide clear zones of 6 to 8 feet wide to
accommodate pedestrian travel. In more urban
environments, amenities in the frontage zone and
furniture zone will greatly increase the overall
width of the corridor as compared to more
suburban settings.
Mid-block pedestrian
crosswalks should be incorporated into the urban
fabric, as needed, to ensure that convenient
crossing opportunities are provided approximately

Outdoor displays in the frontage zone next to the
building leave adequate clear space for pedestrians
to walk in the throughway zone

Recessed Entries add usable space of the
Pedestrian Realm (Coronado, CA, CD+A)
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every 300 feet for maximizing efficiency and safety within
the pedestrian system. As a general rule, mid-block crossings
should be considered on two-lane streets with a block length
greater than 500 feet when the posted speed limit for the travel
lanes does not exceed 40 miles per hour.

Th e Pu b l i c Re al m

The pedestrian realm serves a dual purpose within the built environment – acting as both a
transportation corridor and a public open space accessible to the entire community. Therefore,
specific design elements incorporated into the pedestrian environment should reinforce this area as
a public space; including opportunities
for visitors to enjoy the unique
character of the corridor in both formal
Qu al i t y Bu f f e r s
and informal seating areas. Public art
Lateral separation between pedestrians and moving traffic greatly
and/or specialized surfaces and
enhances the character of the pedestrian realm. The amount of
materials
introduced
into
the
separation incorporated into the pedestrian realm may vary
pedestrian realm are appreciated by
between corridors based on the context of the surrounding built
slower moving pedestrians. In more
environment or on streets with different travel speed and/or traffic
urban areas, street furniture and/or
volume characteristics. In downtown areas, on-street parking,
outdoor cafes provide opportunities for
either parallel or angled, provides sufficient distance (8 to 18 feet)
‘people
watching’
that
foster
for separating pedestrian and vehicle traffic. Likewise, landscape
community
ownership
in
the
planting areas (typically 8 feet wide) incorporated into either urban
pedestrian
realm.
Furthermore,
or suburban environments provide adequate lateral separation for
pedestrians. In urban areas, street trees may be placed in tree wells Sidewalk Pedestrian Zones Source: CD+A building encroachments in downtown
areas, such as stairs and stoops,
within an overall hardscaping surface instead of using suburbanStreet trees need at least eight feet of ground
provide for interesting points of access
style grass areas.
exposed to air and water to thrive
to the pedestrian realm.
Lastly,
awnings
and
canopy
trees
provide
Vertical Elements
shade, which is helpful in the temperate climate of this region.
Vertical elements traditionally incorporated into the
pedestrian realm include street trees, pedestrian-scale
Tr av e l w ay Re al m
street lighting, and utilities. Street trees provide
necessary shade to pedestrians and soften the
The travelway realm is defined by the edge of pavement or curb line in more urban areas, that
character of the surrounding built environment.
traditionally accommodates the travel or parking lanes needed to provide mobility for bicycles,
They should be spaced between 15 and 30 feet apart,
transit, and automobiles sharing the transportation corridor. This area also separates the two
be adapted to the local environment, and fit the scale
pedestrian realms defined within the complete street and may provide carefully-designed crossing
and character of the surrounding area. Pedestrianopportunities between intersections. Recommended design elements incorporated into the
scale street lighting incorporated into the pedestrian
travelway realm serve to achieve greater balance between travel modes sharing the corridor and
realm should use metal halide fixtures mounted
favor design solutions that promote human scale for the street and minimize pedestrian crossing
between 12 and 20 feet high. Utilities should not
distance. Guidance for the travelway realm focuses on two areas of consideration: modes of travel
interfere with pedestrian circulation or block
and medians.
entrances to buildings, curb cuts, or interfere with
sight distance triangles.
In some cases,
undergrounding utilities avoids conflicts and clutter
A seat wall creates informal outdoor public space
caused by utility poles and overhead wires.
Relocation of overhead utilities to tall poles on just one
side of the roadway is a cost-effective aesthetic alternative
to burial of utilities in a duct bank under the road.
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M u l t i m o d al Co r r i d o r s

Intersection Realm

Balance between travel modes within the
same transportation corridor fosters an
environment of choice for mobility that
could lead to reduced congestion on
major roadways and a healthier citizenry.
On a complete street, safe and
convenient access to the transportation
network for bicycles, transit, and
automobiles is afforded within the
travelway realm.
Travel lanes for
automobiles and transit vehicles should
measure between 10 and 12 feet wide,
depending on the target speed, to manage
travel speeds and reinforce the intended
A multimodal travelway creates managed conflict so
character of the street. Parking lanes
modes of travel co-exist safely
incorporated into the travelway realm
should not exceed 8 feet in width (including the gutter pan) and may be protected by bulb outs evenly
spaced throughout the corridor. Bus stops located along the corridor should be well-designed to include
shelters, and benches that comfort patrons while waiting for transit service. On-street bicycle lanes
(typically 4 to 8 feet wide) should be considered when vehicle speeds range from 30 to 40 miles per hour.
Wide outside lanes may be preferred on streets with slower speeds. To avoid situations where citizens
with only basic skills may be attracted to a corridor, designated bicycle routes on parallel corridors may
be the best option when speeds on the major street exceed 40 mph. According to state law, bicyclists are
considered vehicles and as such are permitted on all corridors except freeways and access-controlled
highways.

The intersection realm lends careful consideration for the concerns of multiple travel modes that could meet
at major intersections within the transportation system. Recommendations for improving the multimodal
environment in and around these major intersections focus on two areas of concentration – operations and
geometric design.

M e d i an Tr e at m e n t s
Medians are often incorporated into the travelway realm to provide dedicated left turn lanes, opportunities
for landscaping, and pedestrian refuge at crossings. They generally vary between 6 and 18 feet wide
depending on their intended application and the limitations set forth by the context of the surrounding built
environment. Medians also reinforce other access management solutions provided within the travelway to
reduce the number of conflict points and maintain the human scale intended for the complete street. In
addition to center medians, other access management solutions incorporated into the travelway realm
should limit the number of individual driveways along the corridor and avoid the use of right turn
deceleration lanes. Together, these improvements will reduce the overall pedestrian crossing distance for
the travelway and maximize the safety for pedestrians traveling inside the pedestrian realm.

Op e r at i o n s
In terms of operations, traffic signals or roundabouts are the two most appropriate applications for traffic
control devices that could also maintain the pedestrian scale of the street reinforced in the context,
pedestrian, and travelway realms. The merits of a traffic signal verses a roundabout for intersection control
should be determined on a case-by-case basis; considering issues such as desired speed of traffic,
availability of right-of-way, anticipated traffic patterns, and the context of the built environment
surrounding the intersection.

Ge o m e t r i c De si g n
Geometric considerations for the intersection should reinforce the operational characteristics of the traffic
signal or roundabout. At traffic signals, this
includes the introduction of curb extensions,
or bulb-outs, to shorten pedestrian crossing
distance and protect on-street parking near the
intersection. Curb return radii designed for
signalized intersections should be 15 to 25 feet
to control turning speed around corners. At
roundabouts, special consideration should be
given to entry and exit speeds, pedestrian
refuge in the splitter islands, and assigning
predictability to the intersection for
pedestrians, bicycles, and vehicles. Both
intersection treatments may consider special
pavement markings to distinguish pedestrian
Small curb return radii and curb bulb-outs at intersections
shorten the time and distance that pedestrians are
areas or bicycle lanes; although these surfaces
exposed to traffic in intersection and mid-block
need to be stable, firm, and slip resistant.
Additional consideration should be given to
maintaining adequate sight triangles in the intersection, addressing the treatment of bicycle lanes through
the intersection, and compliance with federal requirements per the American with Disabilities Act for
crosswalk and curb ramp design.
Illustrations on the following pages show alternative types of streets. These cross-sections and plan view
illustrations capture a range of rights-of-way from 55 feet to 120 feet in width. Widths for basic design
elements such as sidewalks and verge (landscaping strips) are wider than what is typically provided in the
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region. Therefore, careful evaluation of these recommendations by implementing agencies is
anticipated. Furthermore, the width of travel lanes is shown narrower than the standard 12 feet now
provided by South Carolina Department of Transportation. This too must be evaluated, although research
conducted elsewhere in the United States shows little or no difference in crash history between 11 and 12foot lanes. The illustrations also show several examples with 10-foot wide lanes, however only on
residential collector streets where target speeds are 25 mph.
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